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SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
The Luminous Stars in the Northern Milky Way (L.SN) is a series of catalogues
resulting from a joint survey of the Hamburg and Warner and Swasey
Observatories for early-type stars of high luminosity. This survey was
conducted using objective-prism plates taken with the Schmidt telescopes of
the Hamburg, Warner and Swasey, and University of Michigan observatories and
is contained in a series of six catalogues published in the period 1959 to
1965 (see source references below).
This document is intended to describe the machine-readable version of the
catalogue, which contains all stars of the six source publications in a single
file. In addition to the file containing the lists in order of their
publication, a second file sorted by right ascension and a third file
containing the remarks published in volumes II, IV and VI are included in the
computerized catalogue. For additional details regarding the program,
instrumentation, spectral classification, and determinations of magnitudes and
positions, the source publications should be consulted. A copy of this
document should be distributed with any machine-readable version of the
catalogue.
SOURCE REFERENCES
Hardorp, J., Rohlfs, K., Slettebak, A. and Stock, J. 1959, Luminous Stars in
the Northern Milky Way I. (Hamburg-Bergedorf: Hamburger Sternwarte and
Warner and Swasey observatory).
Hardorp, J., Theile, I. and Voigt, H. H. 1964, Luminou's Stars in the Northern
Milky Way III. (Hamburg-Bergedorf: Hamburger Sternwarte and Warner and
Swasey Observatory).
Hardorp, J., Theile, I. and Voigt, H. H. 1965, Luminous Stars in the Northern
Milky Way V. (Hamburg-Hergedorf: Hamburger Sternwarte and Warner and
Swasey Observatory).
Nassau, J. J., and Stephenson, C. B. 1963, Luminous Stars in the Northern
Milky Way IV. (Hamburg-Hergedorf: Hamburger Sternwarte and Warner and
Swasey Observatory).
Nassau, J. J., Stephenson, C. B. and MacConnell, D. J. 1965, Luminous Stars in
the Northern Milky Way VI. (Hamburg-Hergedorf: Hamburger Sternwarte and
Warner and Swasey Observatory).
Stock, J., Nassau, J. J. and Stephenson, C. B. 1960, Luminous Stars in the
Northern Milky Way II. (Hamburg-Bergedorf: Hamlurger Sternwarte and
Warner and Swasey Observatory).
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SECTION 2 - TAPE CONTENTS
Byte-by-byte descriptions of the data and remarks files of the Luminous Stars
in the Northern Milky Way catalogue are given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
The format of the right ascension ordered data file is identical to the first
(publishes;, order) fill. The suggested format specifications are given
primarily for locating decimal points easily and are for FORTRAN formatted
readst they can be modified depending upon usage, but care must be exercised
if substituting for character (A) formats mince certain data fields contain
blanks when data are not present. Unless indicated otherwise, a given field
always has data in it. Alternate format specifications are given in
parentheses.
Table 1. Tape Contents. Luminous Stars In the Northern ffilky Way,
Data Files
Suggested
Byte(s)	 Units	 Format	 Description
1- 7	 ---	 LSN number in the form sign, zone, number
within zone.
	
1	 ---	 Al	 sign of zone.
2- 3	 ---	 I2	 Zone.
	
4- 7	 -	 I4	 Sequential number within zone.
	
8	 ---	 11	 Volume (1-6) of published catalogue in
which the star is listed.
	
9-15	 ---	 1A.7	 Durchmusterung (always BD) number. Byte 9
contains the sign, 10-11 the zone, 12-15
the number. The field is blank when no BD
number is present.
	
16	 ---	 Al	 Code for duplicity, e.g. P (primary or
preceding), s (secondary), F (following),
or remarks (?, 9 - BD and BD + 1 stars
together).
	
17-33	 ---	 17A1	 or equivalent. Estimated spectral ty.,oA.
All characters are in upper case. For
uncertain spectral types (enclosed in
parentheses) the left parenthesis occurs in
byte 17, e.g., it is possible to select all
uncertain types by retrieving all stars
having a "(" in byte 17. The types are





Byte(s)	 Units	 Format	 Description
for all 0, B, A,».. stars, but the lumi-
nosity classes are not uniform. Plus and
minus signs occur for their superscript
counterparts and the following
abbreviations are employed:
CE - continuous emission near the Balmer
limit
LE - line emission, usually ) 1 membars
of the Balmer series if not
otherwi7e specified, observed on the
blue plates
H - Ha observed in emission
R - reddened
P - peculiar
() - enclose uncertain information
. - entire spectral type uncertain
Exclamation points (1) can occur in the
field. The W in Wolf-Rayet types is in
byte 18. The entire field is blank when no
data are given.
34-36	 mag	 F3.1 (A3) Photographic magnitude. For some uncertain
magnitudes (see byte 37), byte 36 is blank.
The designation "VAR" in the published
catalogues has been converted to "999"
here. Field is blank if data are not
present.
37	 ---	 Al	 A colon (:) for uncertain magnitude. A "V"
indicates a visual magnitude (Ptv) taken
from the Henry Draper Catalogue.
38-39	 hours






	 a. Fields with "," in published catalogues
have been converted to integer seconds,
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Suggested
Bytes) Units	 Format Description
45 ---	 1X Blank.
46 ---	 Al Sign of declination.
47 Y-48 '	 12 Declination (6)	 1950.
49-5u '	 22 6.
51-52 "	 22 S.	 Fields with "," in published catalogues
have been converted to integer areseconds.
53 ---	 Al colon 0) for uncertain coordinates.
54-73 4A4 Remarks.	 Slit spectral classifications
(mostly from Morgan, Code and Whitford 1955
and Hiltner 1956)1 Aitken double-star (ADS)
identifications; var^Able-star names;
"AG"K2" if star occurs in that catalogue;
number of a star included in the list of
Brodskaya and Shawn (1958); miscellaneous
short remarks.	 An "R" indicates a note in
the remarks file.
74 ---	 Al An asterisk (*) was used in the remarks
field of volumes III and V of the
published catalogues to indicate an r?GK2
star..	 Whose asterisks occur uniformly in
this byte; otherwise blank.
1






LS?1 number of the star, in the same form as the data file.
	
8- 9	 Integer used to sequentially number remarks and as a sort field
for ordering the remarks in any desired way while keeping all
remarks about the same star in their proper order.
	
10-80	 Remarks in upper and lower case characters.
2-3
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SECTION 3 TAPE CHARACTERISTICS
The information contained in Table 3 is sufficient for a user to describe the
indigenous characteristics of the LSIV files to a computer, Information easily
varied from installation to installation, such as block size (physical record
length), blocking factor ( number of logical records per physical record),
total numl)er of blocks, tape density, and coding ( EBCDIC, ASCII, etc,) is not
includod. These parameters should always be transmitted if secondary copies•
of the catalogue are supplied to other users or installations. Parameters
relating to the three files of the catalogue are separated by commas.
Table 3. Tape Characteristics. Luminous Stars  In the Northern IfIlky Gray
NUMBER OF FILES ........,,. . . ............................
	 3
LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH .... . .............................. 	 74, 74, 90
RECORD FORMX7 ............+ ..............................
	 FBA'
TOTAL NU14BER OF LOGICAL RECORDS ......................... 7390, 7390, 167
* Fixed block length (last block may be short)
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SECTION 4 - REMARKS, MODIFICATIONS AND RE!'ERENCES
The LSY catalogue was received on magnetic tape from the Centre de Donnies
Stellaires, Strasbourg. As received, the mingle file had a logical record
lrangth of 83 bytes. The following modifications and additions were made to
the catalogue at the Astronomical Data Center, NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center:
I. Preceding zeroes were removed from the LSN number, 80 number, and mX
fields.
2. LSN number zones from -00 0 southward were coded 90, 41, .... These were
changed to -00, -01, -02_, ... to mati.h the real zones. Signs were added
to all LSN numbers and declination fields.
3. Uncertain spectral types (surrounded by parentheses) were shifted such
that the "(" always occurs is byte 17 of the record.
4. The characters "VAR" in a few mpg fields were changed to 11999" so that the
field can be read with a numerical format specification if desired.
5. General editing was performed on the remarks field to separate words, star
names, etc., to correct punching errors (such as zero in 0 spectral types,
misspellings, etc.), and to add R code_a to records having remarks not
indicated in the data file. Duplicate stars, indicated by I and II in the
first column of volumes III and V) are denoted by VOL I and VOL II in
remarks.
6. Commas in th4 coordinate fields to indicate lower accuracy were changed to
seconds of time and areseconds in right ascension and declination so that
they will nov interfere with numerical format specifications.
7. All ampersands (&) were converted to plus (+) signs. (They were present
due to the creation of the file in an older character coding system.)
S. Bytes 74 to 82 of each record were found to be never used; hence, the
asterisks in byte 83 of the original records were moved to byte 74 and the
record length was shortened to 74 bytes.
9. The completed file was sorted by increasing right ascension and added to
the catalogue as a second file.
10. The remarks published in Volumes II, IV and VI were computerized and




Hrodskaya, E. S., and Sham, P. F. 1958, Pub:. Crimean Astrophyxe Obse 20, 299.
Hardorp, J., Rohlfs, K., Slet•.tebak, A. and Stock, 7. 1959, Luminous Stars In
the Northern MIlky Way X. (Hamburg-Ba y.4edorf; Hamburger Sternwarte and
Warner and Swasay Observatory).
Hardorp, J., Theile, I. and Voigt, H. H. 1964, Luminous Stara In the Northern
Milky Way Ill. (Hamburg-8ergedorf: Hamburger Sternwarte and Warner and
Swaney observatory).
Hardorp, J., Theile, I. and Voigt, H. H. 1965, Luminous Stars In the Northern
ltilky Flay V. (Hamburg-Bergedorf: Hamburger Sternwarte and Warner and
Swasey Observatory).
Hiltner, W. A. 1956, Astrophys. J. Suppl. 2, 389.
Morgan, W. W., Code, A• D. and Whitford, A. E. 1955, Astrophys. J. Suppl.
2, Ali.
Nassau, J. J., and Stephenson, C. H. 1963, Luminous Stars In the Northern
Milky Way IY - (Hamburg-Bergedorf 1amburger Sternwarte and Warner and
Swasay observatory).
Nassau, J. J., Stephenson, C. B. and MacConnell, D. J. 1965, Luminous Stars in
the Northern Milky Way VX. (Hamburg-Bergedorf: Hamburger Sternwarte and
Warner and Swasey observatory).
Stock, J., Nassau, J. J. and Stephenson, C. B. 1960, Luminous Stars in the
Northern Milky Way IX. (Hamburg-Bergedorf; Hamburger Sternwarte and
Warner and Swasay observatory).
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S£CTXON 5 - SAME LXSTING
The sample listings given on the following pages contain logical data records
exactly as they are recorded on the magnetic tape. A sample listing is shown
for each filet each listing contains groups of records from the beginning and
end of the file. The beginning of each record and bytes within the record are
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